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This is a combination of some key ideas from the evolution chapter and the fossil chapter of UM2.  

It also highlights scriptures & prophets on the subject.  
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D&C says without only the spiritual, we can’t have a fullness of joy. We need the temporal too. There MUST be 

evidence for our faith. 

Professors from chemistry, astronomy, to biology, they all pushed evolutionary ideas, and gave strong resistance 

when I questioned. 

Even the great Hugh Nibley bought into much of evolution.  

Science is always trying to catch up to revealed truth, & often suppressing it. Perhaps it never will until Babylon 

is overthrown. 

They count how many converts they get to the evolutionary view 

They call evolution the truth, and religion the belief.  

Evolution is a carefully protected state religion – Kent Hovind 

Agreeing with students that evolution simply doesn’t make sence 

Its ok to say no I don’t believe in evolution to your students & point out issues with the theory: that’s science 

D&C says without only the spiritual, we can’t have a fullness of joy. We need the temporal too. There MUST be 

evidence for our faith. 
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Professors from chemistry, astronomy, to biology, they all pushed evolutionary ideas, and gave strong resistance 

when I questioned. 

Even the great Hugh Nibley bought into much of evolution.  

Science is always trying to catch up to revealed truth, & often suppressing it. Perhaps it never will until Babylon 

is overthrown. 

They count how many converts they get to the evolutionary view 

They call evolution the truth, and religion the belief.  

“Evolution is a carefully protected state religion.” – Kent Hovind 

I agree with students that evolution simply doesn’t make sense. 

Its ok to say “no I don’t believe in evolution” to your students & point out issues with the theory: that’s science. 
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Book of Mormon repeatedly says watch out for secret combinations.  

It’s all hidden by the millions of years. It’s ironic they use time as their proof. TIME will tell the truth. 

Dean’s told me of the plethora of times he tried to speak to professors who simply said his evidence must be fake. 

Dean Sessions (UM author) says “Who’s seen it?” NO ONE 
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  to thin  that  an e o  e   ro  one
s e ies to another is  to  e 
in o  rehensi  e    Man has a  ays
 een  an. Do s ha e a  ays  een  o s.
Monkeys have always been monkeys.  t s
 ust the  ay  eneti s  or s...

                                                    ussel M  elson
https:  bycommonconsent.com            elder nelson doesnt believe in evolution  
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  ur religion is not hosti e to rea  s ien e. That which is
 e onstrate , we accept with joy  but vain philosophy, human theory
and mere speculations of men,  e  o not a  e t nor do we adopt
anything contrary to divine re e ation or to good  o  on sense.  ut
e erythin  that ten s to ri ht  on u t  that har oni es  ith soun 
 ora ity an  in reases  aith in Deity , finds favor with us no matter
where it may be found. 

 from  W  DS I  SEAS      M T E  I ST   ESIDE C  : Deseret Evening  ews December   ,     , part   p.  
 e cerpt from the   U packet on evolution http:  biology.byu.edu DepartmentInfo Evolutionandthe riginofMan.asp . 
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  t no  oint  oes the

 ree er  ro u e a  ree 

o   i eon that is so

e tre e that one  an no

 on er  onsi er it a

 i eon en  ess

 arieties  an  e

 ro u e   ut in no  ase

are ne  s e ies  or e . 
 In Search of Deep Time:  enry

 ee, The  ree  ress,     , p   

 ut what if we wait millions of years  A set of ideas that cannot, in principle, be falsified is

not science.  Evolution as  act and Theory, Stephen  ay  ould, Discover, May     , p   

 you  annot  onne t one  ossi   ith any other to  or  a narrati e .   enry  ee, well  known

paleontologist and senior editor of  ature, Europe s most popular scientific journal, in his book, In Search of Deep Time 
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Evolutionary plant biologist points

to best evidence for evolution: The

whale pelvis 
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[Note: When evolutionists are beaten in debates on these points of fossils being unreliable evidence for evolution 

despite fossils being foundational to the early claims of evolutionary theory, the evolutionists direct the argument 

somewhere else. They say ‘ e  on’t e en nee  the  ossi  e i en e any ore   e ha e su h stron  e i en e 

o er here!’ at which time they direct the conversation down another fruitless rabbit hole. Where, we ask, is the 

best evidence for evolution? Each department points to their neighbor departments as having the strongest 

evidence. One evolutionary plant botanist was asked what the strongest evidence for evolution is, he famously 

responded “the whale pelvis”  which pelvis of course has critical reproductive functions for the modern whale ] 

Neither Smith nor any other paleontologist ever demonstrated an actual series of faunal (animal life) 

succession in a natural setting. 

No one has ever produced a report showing sites from around the world of ordered multi-fossil layers that align 

with evolutionary theory. 
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 A detailed and  ontinuous re or  o 

transition  et een s e ies is  issin ,

those neat sedimentary layers, as  ould

noted time and again, never revealing

precisely the phenomena that Darwin

proposed to e plain    ost o  the  ossi 

re or   oes not su  ort a stri t y

 ra ua isti  a  ount   precisely what

Darwin s theory demands.  David erlinski, educator

and former professor at Columbia University 
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They always point to some other department for the best evidence of evolution! 

Another quote: “ ne of the major stumbling blocks is the lack of evidence concerning fossil forms and the 

ignorance about the direction of evolutionary trends and rates of evolution. This creates a serious problem, 

since without data, weighting of characters in classification is largely subjective, and a truly evolutionary 

classification will never be a reality.”  rank E.  oirier,  ossil Evidence, p    UM  p    
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   these thin s  i n t  han e   hy

 ou   hu ans e o  e to a  i  erent

s e ies in  ust        enerations?
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1. Evolution of species doesn’t occur, if this little changed since “millions of years ago” when fossils 

formed.  

2.  ossils weren’t made so long ago, or else they wouldn’t be so similar to today’s lifeforms 

3.  uman’s couldn’t have “evolved” from lower species, even given 6 ,    years as they say.  

Not all fossils are familiar with animals living today. So what about those weird fossils? Many species became 

completely extinct in the flood, their entire populations being wiped out together. 

These guys didn’t change much   

“bacteria were still bacteria, even after 4 ,    generations. To put this in perspective, consider that it was 

suggested by molecular evolutionists (as of 2012) that man evolved from an ape-like creature some 60,000 years 

ago in Africa (see Genographic Project Age Trend in subchapter 10.8). If we take 60,000 years divided by 30 

years—an approximate human generation—we end up with      years. That means that ‘ omo sapiens’ 

‘evolved’ from a near ape-like creature after only 2,000 generations! After 45,000 generations, simple bacterium 

is still simple bacterium, but advanced human beings supposedly evolved from an ape-like creature to become the 

marvelous beings we are today in just  ,    generations  Where is the logic in this ‘modern’ science 

assumption ” p  7 
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 nly four feet tall.

Correspondingly smaller heads & brains, yet their intelligence is regular.
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 Si i ar in si e to the  a ous     

 u y skeleton in Africa that

researches say is      i  ion years

o  .

 These bones are not  inera i e   i e

 u y and researchers claimed  ates o 

on y se era  thousan years.

  ygmy relatives who live just a half

mile from the cave have documented

 hoto ra hi  e i en e of their

an estors  ho share   hysi a 

 hara teristi s  ith the re ains

found in the cave.
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  i t o n Man  awbone of an orangutan with fragments of a
modern human skull. It was praised as the missing link for 4  years
before the hoa  was discovered.     academic journal articles were
written on it.

 Ne ras a  an was used as evidence for evolution for a long time
all they had of him was one tooth.  ater they found the tooth was
from a pig.

  i ton Man the jaw was broken and the teeth filed down to fool
people but it was in te tbooks for decades until proved a fraud in the
  s.

  u y was discovered by someone who was   weeks away from
running out of grant money to discover the missing link of
evolution.

 the fossil record has been described as a haos of anthropological nomenclature and critics

have deemed the conventions ofhu an  a eonto o y  e u iar y  er issi e.   ossil Evidence,

The human evolution journey:  rank E.  oirier, Second Edition, C.  . Mosby Company,     , p   
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[Note: The person who discovered the Lucy skeleton was 2 weeks away from running out of grant money to 

discover the missing link of evolution.] 

Elongated skulls? Warped from human practices, as is seen by Chinese foot binding, African neck stretching, etc.  

The eyebrow ridge never stops growing. Pre-flood people lived a long time. 

Using the chewing muscles a lot it pulls on the bones and changes the shape of the skull.  
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 arold    ee:

 I was somewhat sorrowed recently to hear someone, a sister who comes from a church family,
ask,  What about the pre Adamic people    ere was someone who I thought was fully grounded
in the faith. I asked,  What about the  re   a i   eo  e? She replied,  Well, aren t there
evidences that people preceded the Adamic period of the earth   I said,   a e you  or otten the
s ri ture that says    n     the  or   o    or e   an  ro  the  ust o  the  roun   an 
 reathe  into his nostri s the  reath o   i e an  an  e a e a  i in  sou   the  irst   esh
u on the earth  the  irst  an a so      (Moses    ) I asked,  Do you believe that   She
wondered about the creation because she had read the theories of the scientists, and the question
that she was really asking was:  o   o you re on i e s ien e  ith re i ion? The ans er  ust
 e     s ien e is not true you  annot re on i e truth  ith error .    arold  .  ee,   irst
 residency Message:  ind the Answers in the Scriptures,  Ensign, Dec.     ,  . 

 ruce  . McConkie:

 O  ious y the  ho e  o trine o  the  a    an a   that  ertains to it  is  ia etri a  y o  ose 
to the e o utionary assu  tions re ati e to the ori in o  s e ies.    ruce  . McConkie, A  ew
Witness for the Articles of  aith  Salt  ake City: Deseret  ook Co.,     ],  v ]
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  Ammon said unto him: I am a man  and  an in the  e innin  as  reate 

a ter the i a e o   o , and I am called by his  oly Spirit to teach these things

unto this people, that they may be brought to a knowledge of that which is just and

true    Alma   : 4 

  And now, behold, if Adam had not transgressed he would not have fallen, but he
would have remained in the garden of Eden. And a   thin s  hi h  ere  reate 
 ust ha e re aine  in the sa e state in  hi h they  ere a ter they  ere
 reate   an  they  ust ha e re aine  ore er and had no end.   And they
 ou   ha e ha  no  hi  ren   wherefore they would have remained in a state of
innocence, having no joy, for they knew no misery  doing no good, for they knew
no sin.      e.  :     
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Demonstrated that the fossils  did not

gradually change from one form into

another. 

  ossi s found in layers of sedimentary rock  a  ays su  ee 

one another in the sa e or er  ossils thus became the  ey

that allowed geologists to identify the relative ages and

sequences of ro    ayers re ar  ess o  their  o ation   hodes

W.  airbridge ,  rofessor  f  eology, Columbia University
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Science is about

 ro in things

true or false, not

just false 
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 ames  utton & others used uniformitarianism to challenge the bible:
  resent is key to the  ast ,  o Catastrophe,  o  lood
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This is fulfillment of prophecy. 

This is truth mixed with error. We have laws of nature in operation today which still operate. 

James Hutton Image: James Hutton, Wikipedia. Painted by Sir Henry Raeburn (1776) 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Raeburn
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     not sure  here the  ossi   ayers are. 

We  se  o   in  a  o   ete histori a  re or as we dig down through the rocks   ichard Dawkins
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They say the rocks can be dated by the dirt, and the dirt can be dated by the rocks. 

Hovind’s kid at a museum asked about this circular reasoning, he stumped museum tour guide. 

In a college geology assignment our professor, knowing this is a major issue for old-earth evolutionists, had us 

write about why this isn’t circular reasoning, we just wrote more circular reasoning to complete the assignment, 

and he loved it.  
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 No  e    reser e  i ro ossi shave yet been demonstrated unequivocally

to have lived in a  re a  rian  a eoso  The e istence of life on land as

far back as      million years thus remains not only a reasonable

s e u ationbut also an idea amenable to  urther testin from the fossil

record of soils. 

 Soils of the  ast, An Introduction to  aleopedology, p 66 &     
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Any fossils which are deep were deposited by special processes of materials being ejected and sunk into 

formations like hydrofountains.  

Image: The production to be continued in world's deepest quarry | MININGMETALnews.com Wikipedia, 

source: Spencer Musick. 

~1.5mi (7,920) deep, and ~1x2mi across. Fossils Found Only in Top 70 Feet (Out of ~7,900) 

Kennecot copper mine only surface fossils. Grand Canyon only surface fossils. 

Vernal Utah Dinosaur National Monument: Top 1 foot 

Amber fossils worldwide are in the same layer/vein. 

S ientists e  e te  the ear iest  ossi s to sho  u  in so e o  the Earth’s  ee est  ayers, in old organic soil 

layers called Precambrian paleosols. If these early soils were really the birthplace of life, the paleosols should be 

filled with microfossils. It’s not happening. 

Almost always, fossils are exposed in shallow sediment by washouts & construction excavation 

Utah Kennecott Copper Mine (1.5mi or ~7500 feet deep) only shows bone and teeth fossils were only found in the 

top 70 feet. 

https://www.miningmetalnews.com/20190802/1149/production-be-continued-worlds-deepest-quarry
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Dinosaur National Monument in Vernal Utah has only one layer of fossils and that [was] on the surface, 

covered by a thin layer of sediment averaging about a foot (30cm) thick. 
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 No one has e er  oun  a  ossi i e  re ti e

s e eton or  one  ithin the  ran 

Canyon.  ossil  oot rintswere left by more

than    species of reptiles and amphibians,

 ut no teeth or  ones    ational  ark Service web site,

 forteachers  curriculummaterials.htm  Accessed  .  .  , Site no longer

available 

                             
                        
                         
                            
 The  eology of  rand Canyon, Edwin Mckee,     ,

http:  www. grandcanyonontreks.org geology4.htm  Accessed

 . .  , Site no longer available 

M STE   

    Mi  ion  ears o   ayers shou   re ea       ONS o    ant   ani a   ossi s   
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 evertheless, te tbooks claim that the  rand Canyon “rocks contain a succession of fossils, which reveals the 

evolution of new organisms”    6 

It’s said that the  rand Canyon has many fossils in the Colorado  iver. These “so-called recent fossils are not 

actually fossilized (rock) remains, but consist of bones, hair, and other organic material usually found in 

caves…impressions…tracks…only imprints of the former terrestrial organisms- not the actual preserved 

organism itself.”      
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SO  ED 
 ran   anyon (an   o ora o   ateau  et  )  ayers  or e   ui   y  ro  u  e  in 

hy ro ountain   oo  se i ent    ere re ea e  in a  assi e earth ua e 
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The Colorado  lateau and  rand Canyon weren’t formed over millions of years. Each of their layers was 

deposited during the flood from sediment ejected by the hydrofountains. Then an earthquake (either near the time 

of the flood or elsewhere such as the time of the atonement of Christ) revealed the interior of these layers as seen 

in the  rand “Canyon”.  
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The a era e te  erature an   ressure on

the Earth s sur a e  oes not  ontri ute to

si i a saturation  u h a o e      in

typical groundwater.At su h  o 

 on entration  on y  i ros o i   uart 

 rysta s  ou    or  which are not even large

enough to cement silt or sand grains into stone.

 o   oes the si i a  or 

its  ay into the  e  u ar

structure of the wood 

 Silicified oo e  claims

could not conjure conditions

to make quart , which most

fossils are.
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Often, the water and sediment layers at the bottom of the hole are anoxic, or void of oxygen, allowing for the 

complete preservation of organisms that sink into them. The environment closely resembles the beginnings of 

the process that forms natural fossils. For a preserved plant or animal to become stone, a unique recipe of 

water, temperature, pressure, and minerals must envelope the organisms. This [fossilization] is not happening in 

  ue ho es to ay [   reser ation is] ” P195 
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 Clay doesn t harden into rock, when wet, it
reverts 

  ot happening anywhere today 

SO  ED 
  nly in hy rether a conditions do tracks
fossili e 

  ccasionally, as the sand spewed onto the
surface,  assin  ani a s , atte  tin  to es a e
the rising waters, walked across the soft sand
and clay, leaving behind their tracks to be
preserved by rising hyprethermal waters.
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 ops   ooks like fossils don’t take millions of years to  form… 

Its even been said there are human prints along side dinosaur prints.  erhaps. Dinos and humans likely didn’t live 

too close to eachother typically, but running to higher ground could have brought them closer together.  

Some have planted fake human fossils, and many past finds were not well documented. 

But we have several well documented finds in the last decade.  

Mexico: Two different teams of scientists using two different dating methods dated 269 fossil footprints southeast 

of Mexico City in 2005.  

About 6 % of them were indisputably human, they said, ranging from children’s prints to adults’. It took 

 on ale ’s team nearly two years to date the material. The key date came from shells in sediments just above the 

layer of ash, which the team carbon-dated to 38,000 years ago. The ages of sand grains baked into the ash 

confirmed the results. “The finding promised to shatter the conventional view that humans arrived in the 

Americas via Beringia around 11,000 years ago. 

Australia: Hundreds of these human footprints were recently found in Australia and are thought to be only 

thousands of years old.  ow did they turn into a rock  Wet clay does not just ‘dry out’ and turn into a rock, no 

matter how long ago the footprints were made. When the clay gets wet again, it softens and the footprint would be 
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worn away by weather and no longer exist. Fossils like these footprints can only be understood when we know the 

origin of sedimentary formations.  
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Compare this with Yellowstone, which did have hyprethermal conditions, and therefore does have fossils. 
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Investigators resisted flood or

mud burial e planations because

theories in o  in   reat

  oo in and mudflow were not

 o u ar in geology.
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There should be evidence of  artia  y  ossi i e 

trees if trees really have been around for millions

of years  owever, such  in  ro ess  stan s o 

trees  o not e ist anywhere

 .  the a ount o  ash nee e  to  ury an entire forest with air

borne ash has never been observed 

 .   a  in  ash  ou   ha e  reser e   u h o  the entire

tree  and we don t see that  indeed, it is reported that  lack

of preserved cones seem difficult to e plain in many

instances 

 .  groundwater, including most volcanic water,  oes not

 ontain enou h  isso  e  si i ato account for quart 

formation   and   % of fossils are quart ]

4.  there is not enou h  ressurecreated in ash burial to

activate quart  crystalli ation 

 .  there is not enou h heat to drive the minerali ation process

of turning wood into quart  

6.  the ash covered wood was probably not in an ano i 

environment so the wood  ou   ha e  e o  ose  

 . Is most places  W is found like the Eastern US, there are

  e  i  any  o  anoes, therefore volcanic eruptions cannot

account for the origin of  W.      
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  ts outer  ar  is inta t in its  ori ina   o or
an  so t te ture  hi e the  i hter inner
rin s are so i   uart 

 There is no  no n  roun  ater  ea hin 
 ro ess that  an  reate this ty e o  ro  .
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These trees  not stone 
have the same minerals
as their nearby
 metamorphic 
neighbors 

These trees obviously
aren t metamorphic, both
were made in the flood.
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The area surrounding the

 rand Canyon has over    

uranium  pipes 

hydrofountains.  acteria from

deep in the earth shot up when

the fountains of the deep

opened.

This wood was e posed to

the same ores as we find

deep in the earth. The

bottom came out through

hydrofountains in the flood.
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People really have a hay day about this one.  

 et me ask one question: if it was a local flood, why didn’t  od just tell  oah to pack up and move   

The symbol of earth being baptized by water, BY IMMERSION, should be obvious to the Latter-day Saints. 

This flood was larger and more catastrophic than many realize. 

Fossil evidence shows that the flood was worldwide as it wiped out entire species of animals.  

Waters had to be miles deep to drive the silica into the bones and trees to fossilize. 
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The scriptures say mountains were formed on day 2 of the creation. They may have gotten higher at earthquakes 

associated with the flood, or earthquakes associated with Christ’s atonement.  

It’s popular among creation scientists to e plain away the height of the mountains by saying they formed after the 

flood, but Dean’s e periments demonstrate such does not need to be the case.  

There are 200 evidences of the universal flood in UM1. Once familiar with these, it becomes overwhelmingly 

obvious that this wasn’t a local flood.  
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  int:

They re all

made

quickly 
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 yan W. Drum’s E periments - Nope 

Anne C. Sigleo’s E periments – Nope 

“The e perimental process took four years and    runs before being able to produce quart  crystals and minerals, 

including quart  fossils on demand.”      

Used pressure estimate based on 30,000f of water which would have covered mountains, as the bible says.  

There are also reports of petrified wood and petrified other items being made in short amounts of time in modern 

accounts.  
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Tsunamis and fast  moving

water swept away whole

herds of animals trying to

escape the rising water 

this is one reason

thousands of animals are

found in common flood  

sediment graves today.
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 ook of  ob

 osephus

Ale ander the  reat

Marco  olo

The Epic of  ilgamesh

St.  eorge Slaying the Dragon  
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Image: Wikipedia.  

UM does affirm that dinosaurs weren’t “pre-historic”, and that they must have lived with humans.  

However, we UM points out we likely overestimate how many dinosaurs there were in general, and they likely 

lived in groups dispersed throughout the world. 

 aturally they wouldn’t get along well with people.  
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Deep in the ocean near hydrothermal vents we have enough pressure to simulate the hyprethermal conditions of 

the flood, and some microfossils may be being formed there. Today these vents are very few, and a carcass would 

have to happen to land on one of these vents to be fossilized today, highly unlikely, and certainly unable to 

account for the vast fossil deposits. 
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Fossilization with the vents is rare, a carcass would have to land on it. Only tiny fossils are formed there.  

Most hydrofountains (blue holes) are filled with sediment by now.  
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 ydrofountains along

plate boundaries broke

the crust. The frictional

heat from crustal

movement made a

massive hypretherm.

This also caused

 angaea to break &

release gases shortening

post flood human

lifespans.
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After these steps is erosion of course. 

Around the world, hydrofountains erupted with unrelenting violence along oceanic and continental plate 

boundaries. 

We have all the ingredients for the hypretherm: water, pressure, heat, minerals from deep in the earth being 

ejected into the flood waters, transforming bones, eggs, trees, etc., into stone.  

This results in Pangaea breaking, which is another mystery to scientists as to how that happenned, they just go 

back to millions of magical years. 

This could have also released gases from deep in the earth which contributed to vastly decreased lifespans after 

the flood 

After a period of inundation, the continents lay buried under thousands of feet of hot water. The immense pressure 

of the water and the frictional heat from crustal movement created a hypretherm. The mineral rich, siliceous hot 

water in the hypretherm quickly fossilized all types of organic materials. 
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Nearby green clay showing little to no evidence of erosion, it should have washed away quickly. 

Parts clustered near together, indicating being unremoved since formation. 
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Too   resh  to  usti y erosion o er  i  ionsof years.
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The arid desert environment where these fossils lie sees little rain, but millions of years would have completely 

wiped out the clay hills, which today change noticeably after each rainstorm. The aggregation and 

 on ition o  the  etri ie   oo   ossi s are si   y too ‘ resh’ to  usti y erosion o er  i  ions of years 
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 En rustation or  orin   y

or anis s a rasion  an 

 orrosion o  the outer sur a es

are not  isi  e in any o  the

she  s stu ie . This type of

preservation indicates that the

shells  ust ha e  een  urie 

ra i  y a ter ha in  sun  to the

sea   oor a ter ini a 

trans ortation.   eworked ammonoids and their

taphonomicimplications in the Upper Cretaceous of northwestern

 okkaido,  apan, yojiWani, Cretaceous  esearch,   ,     , p6 6 

Erosion?
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“…mass e tinction, rapid burial, and fossili ation of the organisms are all related. This idea is opposite that of the 

typical fossili ation process described by modern science.”      
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There are many “ammonite specimens preserved, uncrushed, in mudstone” which researchers describe as 

“ nstantaneous se i entation”  ith “so t  arts  reser e ”  ro  “ ass  orta ity” [as o  ose  to  yin  

over geologic time]. (An ammonite fossil is a group of extinct marine mollusk animals) UM points out that in the 

ammonite burial fossils, there is “no e i en e that s a en in  ani a s  ere  resent  ro a  y  ue to 

“ hysi a  y unsu  orti e”  otto   aters. The anoxic “soupy” water described by the researchers fits the U  

 ypretherm model perfectly.”     -8 

 esearchers suggested a “catastrophic burial hypothesis. Such a process would bury the ammonites 

instantaneously.”       

 “ esearchers are finally beginning to realize that the calcite fossil preservation event was a “single” 

geochemical “precipitation” process involving microbial bacteria ”  

Another scientist is quoted saying that  re i itation is the “sin  e”  ro ess for these early cements. p198 
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Amber deposited in mines today  ou   not ha e ero e   ro   orests in ri ers
as the Amber Theory states.
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“ ig   .6.  – Amber Stones and Rough Amber both demonstrate that the modern science Amber Theory is 

incorrect. Rough amber comes from mine deposits and illustrates what this soft mineral looked like when it 

was buried—both irregular and angular shaped. However, when eroded from these buried deposits the amber 

quickly becomes rounded and polished through erosion like Amber Stones found in the Baltic Sea. 

Therefore, the original irregular and angular pieces of amber deposited in mines today could not have eroded 

from forests in rivers as the Amber Theory states.” 
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Amber:  

Trees were ripped up in the flood, causing mass resin flow. 

Bugs are resistant to the resin, avoiding it 

Some trees floated, bugs landed on them in droves, some getting stuck. 

If ancient beaches existed where amber is found, as they say, the amber would be worn, not smooth.  

Researchers are puzzled: how does amber have fish eggs in it since the resin came from trees on land? Answer: 

the trees were inundated. 

Amber rock isn’t forming today because there’s no hypretherm. 

This water filled urchin fossil demonstrates it became a fossil in a watery condition. 

It didn’t have sediment leaking into it filling it in over millions of years. It wasn’t made in mud.  

Yet scientists are trained that fossilization occurs as water leaves the bones. The opposite is true. Water is the 1st 

& key element for fossilization. 
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                Author Ernst Mayr delivered in a

lecture after receiving the Crafoord

 ri e from the  oyal Swedish
Academy of Science.
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 S  Try sending

two of the same

sample in different

bags a few months

apart 
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There are also many stories of people sending two of the same sample in different bags, and getting radically 

different dates for them, or of sending something in once, then sending it in again a few months later, and getting 

radically different dates. 
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 k  o  ossil Evidence,  o  adiocarbon  eliability,
 ets Try D A 
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We have no written records older than 4,000 BC. That’s the first thing I learned in my Egyptian hieroglyphics 

class. 

More on the divine origin of sudden language appearing in society is covered in the UM vol. 2. 
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    that cunning plan of the evil one    the vainness, and the frailties, and the  oo ishnessof men 
When they are learned they think they are wise, and they hearken not unto the counsel of  od, for
they set it asi e, su  osin  they  no of themselves, wherefore, theirwisdom is foolishness and
it profiteththem not. And they shall perish.  ut to  e  earne is  oo i they hearken unto
the counselsof  od.      e.  :     
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What do we have to thank for these heroes? 

They’ve “proven” that  od is not and never was involved with mankind, the creation, or anything else. 
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